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hello cheng, copying the neroexpressportable folder to the main appneronero burning rom
folder should be enough. but if it doesn't work for you, the best way would be to copy all
the files in neroexpressportable folder to the appneronero burning rom folder. regards
bernat hi bernat.i have a problem. i have a newly installed nero 7.7.5.1 for windows 8.1
x64. i can not load any folders or media. the error message is :"nero express error: no files
found. please check for updates."and nero express shows no updates.i have windows
update activated.i have uninstalled nero express and then installed nero express again,
still not working. i have also downloaded nero 7. is there any other way to fix this
problem?thanks. cheng hi cheng, i have tried to use the neroexpressportable folder to
copy all the files to the main appneronero burning rom folder, and also to use the
neroexpressportable uerosign.exe, this did not work for me. however, there are two
folders in neroexpressportable with the same name:"nero express" and "nero express
portable."you need to copy all the files from the folder "nero express" to the folder "nero
express portable."regardsbernat hi bernat.i have tried to use the neroexpressportable
folder to copy all the files to the main appneronero burning rom folder, and also to use the
neroexpressportable uerosign.exe, this did not work for me. however, there are two
folders in neroexpressportable with the same name:"nero express" and "nero express
portable."you need to copy all the files from the folder "nero express" to the folder "nero
express portable."regardsbernat
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FULL Nero 7.7.5.1 Micro Edition

Why would anyone want to pay $69.99 for this bloatware ( 70 mb ) when they could burn
cd's dvd's, audio & video for free with Deep Burner Deep Burner is only a 2.6 mb

download, it uses almost no resources, its a small program that gets the job done and
does it well. This Nero program is just so far out in left field its out of the ball park now. A
few years ago I used it because it came bundled with my cd burner but if you want to play
audio, there are tons of free audio players. If you want to rip cd's or dvd's there are many

freeware programs out there that do it. Sorry Nero but at this price you should do
windows and cook dinner as well. I rate it 1 and would never spend $70 just to burn some
cd's, not when there are so many other programs available at less than half the price that
will do the job. Ahead have been growing in leaps and bounds the last few years. Being a

small company they have had to react to the market and the customer base. The
downside is that this has entailed more bloat, and most of it in useful features, I've lost
count of the number of times I run out of blank CDR's only to find I have nothing to burn

to. Time for Nero to move on to version 7.6 or 7.5, and cut the fat. I've bought one of their
burners, but if it was me, I'd look elsewhere, or at least for a discount (a rip-off, because

the bulk of the price will be wasted). Nero have their reasons for the latest 6 versions, the
main one being to ensure that the product is more compatible with the Windows 8

operating system. When you compare the subsequent release with the one before it and
then the one before that, it starts to get quite obvious why they want to make the leap to

the next version of Windows, and so on. Do they not listen to the feedback from their
users? 5ec8ef588b
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